One Vision
Productions

DO YOU
HAVE A
VISION?
TAKE YOUR ORGANISATION TO THE
NEXT LEVEL AND LET US HELP YOU
WITH YOUR VISION.
Please get through to us, take a step and put your
organisation in a position of success. Contact Sean Spencer
on 0447570784 or seanrspencer@yahoo.com. Please see
our website at www.onevisionproductions.com

Contact Sean Spencer on 0447570784 or
seanrspencer@yahoo.com.
http://www.onevisionproductions.com.au

One Vision Productions
4/10 Wollongbar Street, Byron Bay
Arts and Industrial Estate, NSW 2481
+61 (0) 402 747 989

Every organisation has a vision. Your story in
manifesting that vision has an impact, though how
is that impact captured?

OneVisionProductions is revolutionising
impact and the way those stories are told
through digital media.

What we do- have interview with organisation,
identify their story around branding, create
a unique concept that describes their social
impact onto the rest of Australia or world.
We help envision goals, past successes and
position a 3-minute clip that emotionally
takes the viewer on a journey into your
ideologies and successes.

OVP values any opportunity to
work with and help Australian
organisations to get their messages
out to the world. In our ever changing
digital landscape, one of the most
important aspects of marketing is to
highlight your story, vision and impact
and we know that the best way to do
that is through digital storytelling.

Based around the story we demonstrate the
social impact through the powerful means of
film and music. A narrative voiceover is often
used to highlight the story and the journey of
the organisation while working with some of
the best producers Australia has to offer.

WHAT WE DO
We create a 3-4 mins clip that takes your
organisation to the next level. We demonstrate
through film your accomplishments, vision,
strategies and mission and capture it in a story
utilizing some of Australias best producers.

Whether it be highlighting your
opening webpage through your story,
the creation of advertisng material,
demonstrating
stories
through
conferences and events you put on.
What is your vision? What is your
impact? and how can we capture
that and bring it to the world on your
website or social media channels?

We manage video projects from concept
through to delivery. Every organisation should
be linked with a unique story that enhances
their identity and promotional material. If their
story can be described graphically and their
emotional appeal identified through powerful
clips it will put them in a much better position in
the marketplace. We create clips that will make
you look professional and demonstrate your
impact. Because of lack of promotional material
organisations find it hard to engage their service
providers in identifying the uniqueness of their
product. This is where we OVP comes in-

Without demonstrating impact organisations
are left stagnant. You need to be able to show
how you shine and demonstrate how what
you’re doing makes a difference.

OVP prides itself with strong ethical morals
and will only work with organisations that
have ethical values and that are not harming
our world or the environment.
http://www.onevisionproductions.com.au

